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Source: Thinkstock Now that the warmer weather is here, you're probably looking for ways to brighten up your home and get rid of that dull winter look. If you're something like Phoebe friends, and balk at the idea of shopping at Pottery Barn, you might be surprised to know that it's possible to get a lot out there. You don't have to go bankrupt when you pick up
a few household items. With careful planning, you can take fabulous items without paying the full price. The Cheat Sheet asked Sarah Jones, editor-in-chief of Deal News Coupon, for some buying tips. Jones notes that there are certain times of the year and days of the week that will give the most success. Here are some of his suggestions. 1. Shop on
Monday Your best bet is to shop at the beginning of the week, when Pottery Barn is most likely to offer discounts. This is good news because you can spend time over the weekend planning your purchases in advance. Since you will know that discounts are available at the beginning of the week, this will prevent the possibility of making a purchase at the end
of the week and then seeing the same item on sale on Monday. Keep in mind that codes are usually published on Mondays and are valid for a single day, so Monday could be a good day to shop online there, says Jones. 2. Sign up for both the email list and the Pottery Barn catalog does not give coupon codes that frequently, but when they do, you can use
them for most purchases. Start by signing up for the Pottery Barn mailing list. You'll get 10% off just to sign up, and they occasionally send subscriber-only codes for 20% off the entire site, or for specific categories. This code is unique to the individual subscriber, so you won't find them on coupon websites. Also, while not everyone likes catalogs, Pottery
Barn certainly sends snail mail promotions on a regular basis, says Jones. 3. Visit coupon code websites like Coupon Sherpa, DealNews, RetailMeNot, and Coupon Cabin are also good places to search for discount codes. In addition, you can request alerts for specific retailers on these sites. This way, you won't have to spend your afternoon brows browsing
individual retail websites for codes or looking for emails from several different stores. In general, Pottery Barn tends to offer anywhere from one to six codes per month that anyone can use. Free shipping is the most common promotion they offer, and there is usually no minimum purchase required for you to get even small little items. shipped at no extra
cost, Jones says. 4. Save on furniture by visiting the Jones store says it's best to shop furniture in-store since discounts are usually not given when you buy furniture online. So if you've had your heart fixed on a new sofa or love seat, you might want to save on shipping costs and go straight to Pottery Barn. As might be expected, furniture is generally
excluded from shipping promotion, so if you want to save on delivery costs, customers should expect to visit the store for larger ones. These shipping codes are offered one to three times a month, so if, at some point, there is an item you are considering, you might have to wait only a few weeks for a shipping code. This is great news for moderately
discounted items, but customs level items may not be available by the time you get a code, says Jones. 5. Shop by season You won't always need a coupon code to get a discount. Like many other retailers, Pottery Barn also advertises seasonal sales. Mark your calendar in advance so you can prepare your top shopping list. Jones says: In terms of general
sales that don't involve a coupon code, it's best to follow the seasons. Although not everything in store is seasonal, much of their merchandise caters to holidays and climate change, so the store will naturally offer sales to clear these items once the corresponding time has passed. The general rule is to wait about two months after an item has been added to
the inventory to see a moderate discount. To get clearance prices, you'll have to wait until the holidays are over, or the season is in transition. More from Personal Finance Cheat Sheet: This is the old question: Pottery Barn or West Elm? Well, now you can have it all because West Elm and Pottery Barn Teen just launched a very adult collaboration. West
Elm x Pottery Barn Teen combines West Elm's iconic modern mid-century style with the fun sensibility of Pottery Barn Teen. The entire collection of 20 pieces is a real gem. There is so much synergy inherent in this collaboration with our sister brand, West Elm, Jennifer Kellor, president of Pottery Barn Teen, told MyDomaine. We decided to partner with a
modern collection to offer the customer something functional and beautiful, deeply rooted in our commitments to sustainability and quality. We decided to partner with a modern collection to offer the customer something functional and beautiful, deeply rooted in our commitments to sustainability and quality. This collection is as much about durability as it is
about style. All wood is CERTIFIed GREENGUARD Gold, FSC and Fair Trade. GREENGUARD Gold certification means that products are manufactured without the more than 10,000 chemicals and VOCs known to cause indoor air pollution, making them a cleaner product at home. FSC products are made from materials of sustainable origin in a way that
preserves biodiversity, as well as conserves water resources and ecosystems. Fair Trade certification requires that they meet certain standards for the health and safety of workers, who are paid fairly for their work. The functionality of this line is hardly childish stuff. Adults (and teenagers with a great taste for furniture) will appreciate the innovation of this
collection, which includes everything from larger furniture such as beds and desks to accent rugs and lighting. The parts have all been designed with a purpose in mind, and include smart keys like USB ports and lots of Storage. Shoppable on both West Elm and Pottery Barn Teen, these are the must-have items we have our eyes on. West Elm x Pottery
Barn Teen Mid-Century Headboard Storage Platform Bed $1399 Boutique Available in full sizes and queens with a choice of white wood or acorn, this bed was inspired by the silhouettes of the 1950s and 1960s with iconic sloping legs and clean lines. While most storage beds have drawers, this one has cabinets and shelves built into the headboard. So it's a
great choice if you don't have room to get out of the drawers. The cupboards are a great place to store extra sheets and pillowcases, or a jet blanket for those cold winter nights. Shelves are great for style books or displaying trinkets. Another advantage of the bed is that it is easy to assemble and has a roller base of slats. So a box spring is not necessary.
West Elm x Pottery Barn Teen Mid-Century Vanity Desk Set $999 Shop Finally, a piece of furniture that solves a big problem. Most offices have no space for a mirror or anywhere to hide makeup. And it's pretty hard to find room for a computer on most vanities. But this carefully designed piece can do it all, with an easily removable vanity top (the mirror and
two drawers), giving you more space to work. However, at 48 inches wide, the table is more than large enough to keep both vanity and a laptop. Available in white wood, pebbles or acorn, the vanity desk has a total of five drawers to really maximize storage. Simple bronze accents are the perfect outfits for this piece. West Elm x Pottery Barn Teen Staggered
Glass Table Lamp with USB $149 Shop USB lamps are perhaps the most useful accessories ever invented, and this one is no exception. Finished in bronze, it is distinguished by its sophisticated golden orb. While it could be used in a home office or bedside table, it would be just as large on a side table adjacent to a sofa. West Elm x Pottery Barn Teen Mid-
Century Smart Wall Desk - Tower Bookcase $1995 Shop If you could describe furniture as a triple threat, this room would be just that. With a desk, library and drawers, this unit has been made for anyone trying to use every last inch of storage space in their home. In a choice of white wood or acorn, it's an instant home office. With a cork array, LED touch
lighting, hidden USB and power compartment, it's safe to say, it's an efficient piece of furniture. West Elm x Pottery Barn Teen Whimsical Waves Comforter $99 - Shop If you don't make duvets, this plush bedding set may appeal. With a look vintage, this textured piece comes in five colours: pink, white, black, seabed and grey. The duvet is available as a twin
at the queen size, including Twin XL, making it a wonderful gift to send to your favorite student. The main apartments in Friends are two of the biggest characters in the show. We collectively ask ourselves: how can a chef and a waitress, both intermittently employed, afford to of that size? And then we think: But the walls of lavender and golden mirror are so
perfect. The contents of these apartments are of equal importance; Chandler and Joey lived with patio furniture and a canoe in their living room until they paid the money for a pair of lazy boys and a foosball table. And how can we forget the multimedia console that Joe built and that locked himself in? All the best plot points revolve around houses and
furniture! (And also Thanksgiving.) The new Friends collection from Pottery Barn, however, is more about how the show made us feel like its actual décor. Whether you're monica, joey or phoebe, 25 years later, there's more than one way to have a little piece of the show at home. Home.
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